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Streamlined rifling
Oxy-acetylene welding and cutting add a new note of
grace and efficiency in modern piping systems.
By G. O. CARTER*
NOWADAYS everything is being
''streamlined' — airplanes, automobiles, trains, ships, approach
their greatest degree of grace and
efficiency through this design principle. Usually their streamlining
is all on the outside. Piping joined
by welding is streamlined both
inside and outside.

WELDED ASSEMBLIES such
as this loop in a steam line are
easily made.

100,000 Miles Installed
Welded joints were first used
for river crossings in oil pipe lines.
They proved strong and- sturdy
enough to withstand the shocks of
this difficult service. Soon welding
cameinto general usefor every joint
in the line. Today over 100,000
miles of welded pipe carry oil,
gas and gasoline over the country.
The economies which welding
brought to the construction and
maintenance of pipe lines led to
its adoption for power plant and
industrial piping. Now it is the
first choice of many engineers for
all kinds of piping.

Prevents Leakage Loss
Streamlined welded piping has
many attractive features besides
its smooth lines. Welding is sound,
safe, and in the final analysis, the
most economical way of putting
pipe together.
Welding makes a jointless''
job—insures the owner from future maintenance. Permanence is
so positive that in the Cathedral
of St. John the Divine in New
York, welded piping has been installed in masonry walls fourteen
feet thick. In other instances coils
of welded piping have been set
directly in plaster in the ceilings
and walls of beautiful residences.
Modern skyscrapers enclose mile
upon mile of welded piping. In
one building group in the East
there are over 85 miles of welded
steam piping alone.
Avoids Friction
by welding is smooth
joined
Pi-De
insice and outside—truly streamlined. The smooth outside makes
insulation less costly and easier to
apply. The smooth inside makes
friction negligible and reduces
power losses. Welded piping is
now used for gases and liquids of
all sorts and for many solids—
requiring pipe of every size and
of almost every metal.

SINUOUS CURVES of welded
pipe sweep from floor to floor carrying steam, water,gases and liquids.

must be permanent, strong, leakproof and reasonable in cost.
Welded piping is permanent.
But alterations can be made easily
when desired. The oxy-acetylene
cutting blowpipe gives the ready
means of making an opening. The
addition is then tied-in simply by
means of welding. This is especially important in the modernization of old buildings.
Installation Facilities
Everywhere

The Linde Air Products Company, a Unit of Union Carbide
and Carbon Corporation, has
pioneered many applications of
the oxy-acetylene process in pipe
welding. Without cost or obligation to you, it will gladly furnish
complete data on welded piping
methods. It will make available
also such further technical assistance your engineers or construcPermanent but Flexible
To be a sound investment today, tion men may require. Linde Sales
buildings must remain relatively Offices are located at Atlanta,
free from maintenance. Piping Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston,
Buffalo, Butte, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, El
Paso,Houston,Indianapolis,Kansas City, Los Angeles, Memphis,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New
Orleans,New York,Philadelphia,
Phoenix, Pittsburgh, Portland,
Ore., St. Louis, Salt Lake City,
San Francisco, Seattle, Spokane,
and Tulsa.
Everything for oxy-acetylene
welding and cutting — including
Linde Oxygen,Prest-O-Lite Acetylene, Union Carbide and Oxweld
Apparatus and Sumlies—is available from Linde tnrough producing plants and warehouse stocks,
everywhere.

"JOINTLESS"—With a safe,simple and portable ox_y-acetylene welding
and cutting outfit and suitable welding rods, pipe of any size, any commercial metal, is assembled rapidly into sound pintless piping systems.

*Consulting Engineer, The Linde Air Productd Company, Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation.
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QINCE this issue commemorates
0 the graduation of the first class
from Rose, it is only fitting that
we reflect for a moment upon the
life of the founder of the institute
who has made possible these graduating classes. The lead article is
a survey of the life of Chauncey
Rose.
0
presents the second
MR.ofWeaver
a series of articles on
photography in "Photographic
Equipment and Its Uses."

LiXACTLY what is the engineer's
LA place in society ? His training
includes much more than the
knowledge of technical subjects.
Mr. Hamilton clarifies this in "The
Probable Trend in Engineering
Education."

THIS issue contains an article of
1 especial interest to each department: for the civil, "Civil Works
of the Corps of Engineers, U. S.
Army ;" for the electrical, "Demodulation or Detection of Radio
Signals"; for the mechanical,
"Prime Movers"; and for the
chemical, "The Manufacture of
Nitroglycerin."
—C. D. O.
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FIFTY YEARS
By
Warren S. Sentman, m., '36
CHAUNCEY ROSE, founder of
Rose Polytechnic Institute, was
born on a farm in the Wethersfield
Meadows of Connecticut, December
24, 1794. He died in Terre Haute,
Indiana, on August 13, 1877. His
father, John Rose, was of Scottish
descent, his mother was Mary
Warner, daughter of John Warner,
of Wethersfield.

was largely through his efforts
that the Terre Haute and Indianapolis Railroad was built. He was
also interested in the railroads between Terre Haute and Evansville,
Terre Haute and Crawfordsville,
and Terre Haute and Danville,
Illinois.
As Mr. Rose's personal fortune
grew, he did not forget the people
less fortunate than himself, with
Cauncey Rose's education was the result that he became the
limited to a brief attendance at patron of numerous charitable and
the common schools near his boyhood home. It is very probable
that his strong determination to
make education more available for
the youth of the country was inspired by his own limited schooling. Although he was desirous of
further education, he did not let
the lack of it deter him from displaying his self-reliance, integrity,
industry, and indomitable will.
At the age of twenty-three he
traveled to the middle-west, has
first stop being with friends in
Sterling, Kentucky. He wanted to
find a location in which to engage
in business, so he traveled over the
middle western states of Indiana,
Illinois, Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Alabama. Finally, in
his own words, "favorably impressed with the location and the
people in and about Terre Haute
I returned and became a resident
in April, 1818." A year later he
moved to Parke county and engaged in the business of milling,
returning again to Terre Haute in
1825. From that time on he engaged in trade and became one of
the most successful and popular
merchants of the region.

Chauncey Rose was interested in
the cause of education as a whole,
believing that education should fit
young men for the higher spheres
of practical life. His favorite idea,
however, was that of an educational system in which the industrial
sciences would be blended with
those branches of knowledge usually taught in the other schools and
colleges. It was his desire that
young men should not be scholars
in the ordinary sense, but that
they should be enabled to follow
the various mechanical, professional, and industrial pursuits with intelligence and skill. With this general purpose in mind, he contributed liberally to Wabash College
at Crawfordsville. He also added
materially to the library of the
Indiana State Teachers College in
Terre Haute. Finally, his leading
and long-cherished thought with
reference to education culminated
in gifts and bequests that resulted
in the establishment of Rose.

From the first he displayed his
excellent judicious qualities by
philanthropic causes. He contribut- commissioning two of his associed liberally to the expenses of ates to make a thorough inspection
nearly every church built in Terre of all institutions in the country
which offered courses in higher
Haute during his lifetime.
technology.
Out of this very comHis perseverance and integrity
prehensive
report,
Mr. Rose reachare illustrated by his acts in the
ed
the
decision
to
follow
as far as
settlement of his brother's estate.
possible
Worcester
the
plan
of
the
Mr. Rose realized that the bequests
specifically set forth by his brother Free Institute.
would not reach their proper places
Surrounding himself with such
if someone did not see to the ful- men as Josephus Collett, Firmin
fillment of the terms of the will. Nippert, Charles R. Peddle, BarnaTherefore he threw both his time bas C. Hobbs, William A. Jones,
and personal fortune into the set- Demas Deming, Ray G. Jenckes,
tlement of the $1,600,000 estate of General Charles Cruft, and Colonel
his brother, and in the end every William K. Edwards, he formed a
From the first Mr. Rose was in- wish of his brother had been ful- corporation on September 10, 1874
terested in transportation, and it filled.
for the establishment of an "InM a y,
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Chauncey Rose
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stitution for the intellectual and
practical education of young men,"
the corporate name to be, "Terre
Haute School of Industrial Science." The instruction in the school
was to be based upon practical
mathematics and the application of
the physical sciences to the various
arts and manufactures and other
branches of active business. Preference was to be given to residents
of Vigo County, with moderate
tuition fees being charged if it
were deemed necessary. The applicants for admission were to be at
least sixteen years old, and were
required to pass examinations giving evidence of a fair English education.
On October 10, 1874, the Board
of Managers was organized, bylaws were adopted, and Chauncey
Rose was elected President of the
Board. Plans were then formulated
to carry out the objectives of the
corporation. At this time Mr. Rose
made the first of his many gifts
to the institute. This gift was in
the form of a deed of conveyance
of the ten acres of land occupied by
the first buildings, and in securities
amount!ng to $100,000. After the
Board had chosen an architect, Mr.
Rose made a further gift of $86,000
in bonds of the Evansville, Terre
Haute, and Chicago Railroad Company. Shortly thereafter construction was begun with the cornerstone being laid with appropriate
ceremonies on Septemebr 11, 1875.
It was on this same day that the
Board of Managers held a meeting
at which, after much protest on the
part of Chauncey Rose, an amendment to the articles of incorpora-
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tion was adopted, changing the
name to "Rose Polytechnic Institute."
In December, 1876, Mr. Rose
again made another gift to the institute. This gift was in the form
of a statement of certain amounts
totaling $31,355.66 that he had
paid for the benefit of the school,
with quittance in full, and in addition he transferred the sum of
$100.00 in preferred stock certificates of the Evansville and Crawfordsville Railroad Company.
At the annual meeting of the
Board held on June 2, 1877, Chauncey Rose resigned because of his
failing halth, and at the same time
Josephus Collett was elected to succeed him as President of the Board.
On the thirteenth of August of the
same year Chauncy Rose died.
Before his death Mr. Rose had
given the school outright the sum
of about $350,000. In his will he
further deeded the school the sum
of $11,000 outright and a residuary
interest in his estate.
.After the school had been built,
the Board was faced with the problem of equipping the new institute.
Due to lack of funds, it was 1882
before any definite steps in this
direction were taken. In this year
Dr. Charles O. Thompson of Worcester, Massachusetts, was elected
to the presidency of the faculty.
One of his first acts was to secure
professors of chemistry, of elementary and higher mathematics,
of drawing, and a superintendent of
the machine shops. Progress had
been made so swiftly that it was
found that the institute would be
ready to admit students by March

of the following year. Accordingly,
circulars were sent out announcing
the opening of Rose Polytechnic
Institute. In the latter part of 1882
the opportunity to purchase the
splendid library of Dr. John Bacon
of Harvard College presented itself. The board immediately took
advantage of the opportunity, and
an admirable collection of instruments and scientific books were
added to the resources of the
school. On March 6, 1883, candidates for admission were examined,
and a class of twenty-five members
was chosen from among the most
proficient. Thus the first freshman
class began its training at Rose
Polytechnic Institute under the
tutelage of a faculty of six members.
When Dr. Thompson accepted
the presidency of the new school,
the great admiration held for him
on the part of his students was displayed by the acts of three of his
former students, members of the
junior class at Worcester Institute
of Technology, in transferring to
Rose, where they were admitted to
standing in the junior class. Two
years later these three men, S. S.
Early, O. P. Hood, and B. McKeen,
were graduated as the first class to
be graduated by the new institute.
Between the years 1883 and 1887,
the mechanical engineering course
was the only one fully organized.
Instruction in civil engineering was
given, although there was no regularly appointed professor of civil
engineering. In 1887 the civil engineering course was fully established, and a year later the first
student was graduated from it. By
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1889 the course in chemical engineering was fully established. It is
well to note that Rose Polytechnic
Institute established the first
course in chemical engineering in
the country. A year later, because
of the special demand, a modification of the mechanical course was
provided for those wishing more
work in electricity. Finally in 1893
the electrical engineering course
was established and the B.S. degree in electrical engineering was
conferred. As an outgrowth of the
civil engineering course, an architectural course was established in
1898. Two years later the first degree from that department Was

conferred.
Until 1922 the Institute was located in the city of Terre Hatue,
but in that year it was moved to
a site two miles to the east of the
city on the National Road. The new
building houses six large laboratories, two large drafting rooms,
class rooms, administrative offices,
library, and gymnasium. The shops
are located in the basement of the
building. The present campus contains one hundred and twentythree acres. The school dormitory,
known as the Demas and Sarah C.
Deming Memorial Dormitory was
built nine years ago as a gift of
Demas Deming, a former member

of the Board of Managers. The
present educational equipment is
valued at over half a million dollars, and the school is endowed to
the extent of one and a half million
dollars.
When the present class of seniors
is graduated in June, it will have
the unique pleasure of having
present all members of the first
graduating class of fifty years ago.
The past fifty years have been
rich in achievement on the part of
both the school and her alumni.
May we look forward to fifty more
years as rich in heritage as those
which the past fifty years have
proved to be.

Photographic Equipment
and its Use
By
Joseph B. Weaver, Ch., '35
In a previous article the author ever, with good climatic conditions
pointed out some of the values and this type of camera will produce
possible applications of photo- good results even for the most ingraphy in engineering practices. experienced user. Since the box is
The purpose of this article is to rather bulky the same type (fixed
show a few principles which focus lens) is also manufactured in
the amateur should observe in the folding style, which is much
choosing and utilizing his equip- easier to carry. The results obtainment to the best advantage.
ed will be the same with either
style.
The Camera
All folding cameras are designated
by the type of lens with which
two
desirable
to
have
It is
they
are equipped. There are three
cameras, a small roll film type and
general
type lenses, namely, (1)
another using cut films; however,
if the purchaser finds these too single meniscus (fixed focus), (2)
expensive, a medium size roll film rap:d rectilinear, and (3) anastigcamera will serve all the needs of mat.
The first of these which has althe average amateur after he has
ready been described, may be
become familar with its use.
An inexpensive box camera can found on either box or folding
be made to produce some excellent cameras, while the second and
pictures, but contrary to general third types are found almost exopinion its successful operation re- clusively on folding cameras.
The single lens has several disquires more general knowledge and
photographic skill than do some of advantages, which the other types
the more expensive cameras. How- attempt to correct. Since a 11
M a y,
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engineering students have a general knowledge of its disadvantages they will not be enumerated
in detail, but the most important,
that of distortion, must be mentioned. The second type of lens
mentioned partially corrects this
fault, but not to a sufficient degree to permit the great speed required upon many occasions.
Because the price of lenses has
decreased so markedly since the
World War very few cameras are
equipped with a rapid recilinear
lens, and it is not advisable to purchase an outfit using this type of
lens.
By far the largest number of
cameras in use today are equipped
with some form of anastigmat lens
which is fully corrected for distortion. The various lenses of this
tyPe are rated according to the
amount of light they will admit.
This rating is designated by the
letter f and a number. The focal
Page
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length divided by the number will
give the maximum diameter of the
diaphragm opening.
For the average amateur a
camera of the size he desires equipped with an f-4.5 to f-6.3 lens is
probably the best. This size lens is
sufficiently rapid for all ordinary
still pictures, as well as for some
motion shots under good light conditions.
This brief outline of the lens to
be chosen should stimulate the
amateur's interest enough to cause
a thorough investigation of the
cameras offered by the various
manufacturers before one is purchased, regardless of how inexpensive it may be.
Some of the other things to be
investigated are the shutter, bellows, and the compactness, but in
general the quality of the entire
instrument corresponds to that of
the lens.
It should be noted, however, that
when one purchases a good camera
he is offered a choice among
several types of shutters with each
style of lens. These are all well
constructed, and will give good
service. This choice of shutters
enables one to select a shutter giving the range of speed which will
best fit his needs.

Miscellaneous Equipment
One of the extra pieces of equipment which is very useful in many
cases where "close up" pictures are
desired is a portrait attachment.
They are obtainable for almost all
roll film cameras, and permit the
user to obtain critically sharp
pictures at a very close range.
Along with this it is necessary to
have a measuring tape as a variation of 2 to 3 inches in the distance
from the camera to the subject will
cause the subject to be out of focus
at this close range.
The tripod is an essential part of
every set of equipment. Without
its aid "times" can seldom be made,
and in many cases the tripod is a
great aid toward securing good instantaneous shots.
Page
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Since the films used today
possess a great degree of latitude,
an exposure does not have to be
correct in order to obtain an image,
but a really good negative can not
be made from an improperly exposed film. With experience one
learns to estimate the proper setting of the diaphragm and the time
required for a given light intensity,
but this is indeed a slow and expensive method of obtaining experience. A less expensive procedure to purchase an exposure
meter or guide, which will enable
the determination of the correct
exposure to be used under the given
conditions.

the camera has been properly set it
is a good policy to check the settings of distance, diaphragm opening, and time to make sure that the
camera is properly adjusted.
Each setup will require a certain amount of analysis by the
photographer, but with a little care
50 per cent of the films exposed
shoind produce good negatives. A
much higher average than this is
not likely to be obtained under any
but ideal light conditions. This
fact makes it advisable to make at
least two exposures of every subject which is "shot" under adverse
light conditions.

In using a folding camera one of
Two other pieces of auxiliary
the most important things to reequipment which are often useful
member is that it is a very finely
are color filters and an automatic
constructed instrument and should
timer. The filters aid the photobe so treated when unfolded. When
grapher in obtaining certain color
closed it is rugged enough to withcontrasts, such as clouds, which
stand a great amount of abuse
materially increase the beauty of
without suffering any damage.
the picture. The automatic timer
snaps the camera, thus enabling
the photographer to include him- Cost of Pictures
The practice of taking pictures
self in the picture.
may appear to be a very expensive
one, but if anyone is sufficiently
Exposing
interested
he can learn to do his
One of the outstanding weakown
a n d printing,
developing
nesses of the novice is over exposThereby
reducing
the cost from
ing a film. This is to be preferred
about
$0.60
to
$0.25
per roll for an
to under exposure, but neither
average
size
roll (21/2 x 4/
4). By
1
should be tolerated if really good
pictures are to be made. This fact buying the required supplies in
should be kept in mind at all times large quantities the cost can be reduced still more.
as it is very important.
Before the amateur can develop
In setting up and making the
his own pictures it is necessary for
exposure (assuming that a tripod
him to have a general knowledge of
is being used) the camera should
the process. There are many books
be placed in such a position that all
concerning this subject on the
the visible surfaces are fairly evenmarket, and both of the large manly illuminated. If it is necessary to
ufacturers of photographic supset up the camera against the
plies in the United States maintain
light care must be taken to shade
a service department from which
the lens, and if possible a white
anST one may obtain free advice
screen should be used to reflect
his photographic probconcerning
light on the darker side of the sublems. By using these two sources
ject. T h e diaphragm opening
everYone should be able to not only
should be set at about f-11 to f-16
make his own pictures, but also to
as most lenses will give very sharp
constantly improve their quality.
images with this opening without
The taking and developing of
requiring extremely 1 ong exposures. The exposure meter or photographs is not difficult if the
guide should always be used to de- Dperator is willing to follow a few
termine the correct exposure. After simple rules.
The
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Civil Works of the Corps
of Engineers, U. S. Army
By
Philip R. Garges, First Lieutenant, C. E.
THE function of the Corps ow Chief of Engineers, wrote of the
Engineers of the United States Corps of Engineers as follows:
"Up to about 1831, its officers
Army is two-fold. Its primary
were
to a great degree the reposifunction is to maintain and train
that combatant arm of the military tories in this country of that
forces whose mission is to assist knowledge which was requisite for
the other arms of the service by the making of accurate surveys.
engineering works. These works The location and construction of
are so varied that to properly exe- the roads, canals, and bridges built
cute them it is necessary that the for the development of the reengineer officers of our army have sources of the country, and the acbroad training in military, civil, curate methods of surveying, geohydraulic, mechanical, and elec- detic, topographic, and hydrographic now in use, are in a great
trical engineering.
measure due to the talents and
military
functo
its
In addition
tion, the Corps is charged by
law with the improvement,
maintenance, and regultaion
of the harbors and navigable
rivers of the United States,
and with various other engineering works, such as the
construction of the Panama
Canal, and special surveys for
which no other governmental
agency is rtadily adaptable.
The Corps of Engineers
traces its history back to December, 1776, when George
Washington was authorized
Sinhine Concrete Revetment
for a period of six months to
"raise and collect . . . a Corps
of Engineers and to establish their labors of its officers.
"Almost all of the routes of inpay." A Corps of Engineers was
formally established by resolution ternal communication in the interof Congress, March 11, 1779. The ests of commerce and speedy
uninterrupted existence of the transit, now in existence in the
Corps of Engineers as it exists to- country, were first explored, located, and projected by officers of
day may be traced back to 1802.
Since it is the oldest, and was this Corps
"In the matter of improvement
for a considerable time the only
governof
rivers and harbors and in the
engineering agency of the
has
ment, the Corps of Engineers
interest of commerce, the Corps of
been assigned many and varied Engineers has had almost exclutasks of an engineering nature. In sive control
1876, General Humphreys, then
"The surveys, examinations, and
M a y,
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constructions which have been
made by officers of the Corps have
not been confined to such matters
as are solely in charge of the War
Department. From time to time,
the State, the Navy, the Treasury,
and the Interior Departments have
employed its officers in the running of boundary lines and the surveys for maps necessary to be used
in delicate diplomatic negotiations;
in the surveys for, and the construction of, dockyards; in the surveys for canal routes across the
Isthmus of Panama ; upon astronomical obstrvations in the interest of science ; in the surveys of the coasts, the planning and construction of lighthouses and other fixed aids to
navigation ; the planning and
construction of public buildings, of custom houses, post
offices, marine hospitals, ttc.;
And especially, in the construction of the Capitol, the GenBra' Post Office, and the Washington Aqueduct in Washington, D. C.
"Scarcely a branch of engineering, whether military or
civil, can be mentioned that
has not been improved and expanded by the study and labors of
the officers of this Corps."
Acts of Congress authorizing
surveys and improvements of rivers
and harbors which date back as
early as 1824, have been prosecuted
by the Corps of Engineers.
The Mississippi River Commission, which was created by an act
of Congress in 1879, consists of
seven members, three of whom are
officers of the Corps of Engineers.
The plans, specifications, and recPa ge
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Mississippi River Lock No. 15

ommendations of this commission
are subject to the approval of the
Chief of Engineers. Its work consists of general river improvement and levee construction.
The scope of the river and harbor
work covers the improvement of
some 200 seaports, 300 rivers, 50
canals, and a few subsidiary waterways. Approximately $1,680,000,000, exclusive of flood control, have
been expended on this work in the
100 years it has been carried on.
During recent years about $60,000,000 has been spent annually.
When the present administration
initiated its emergency measures
to relieve unemployment and revive industry, a great number of
projects for navigation and flood
control which had been maturely
scrutinized and for which plans
and specifications had been prepared by the Corps of Engineers,
were ordered prosecuted. During
the past fiscal year $154,000,000
was expended in emergency work
under the direction of the Corps
of Engineers. These projects created direct employment for over
75,000 persons and indirect employment for over 250,000 persons.
Since 1926 the more important
projects which have been undertaken or continued by the Corps of
Engineers include the completion
of the Ohio River Canalization System, near completion of the 1928
Flood Control Project, Upper Mississippi River Canalization, Bonneville Dam,Fort Peck Dam, Missouri
River Regulation, Great Lakes
Deeping of connecting waterways,
Page
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Intra-cclastal Canal, Cape Cod
Canal, and Chesapeake-Delaware
Canal.
There are approximately 560
officers in the Corps of Engineers,
and of these 125 are on civil works.
At the office of the Chief of Engineers in Washington, D.C., only 19
officers are on duty, and probably
less than half of these are in the
Civil Division. The vast amount of
civil work carried on by the Corps
of Engineers with so small an overhead is possible because of decentralization. The country is divided
into 48 engineer districts each under a District Engineer, who is
ordinarily an officer of field rank ;
these districts are grouped into 10
engineer divisions, each under a
Division Engineer, who is generally a Colonel of the Corps of Engineers. The District Engineers report to their respective Division
Engineers, and they in turn report
to the Chief of Engineers, who reports to the Secretary of War.
In each district there are the
necessary number of military assistants and civilian assistant engineers, who are usually assigned to
the immediate supervision of definite portions of the work. The clerical force consists of a chief clerk
and the necessary subordinate
clerks for the preparation of accounts and records.
To initiate a river or harbor improvement it is necessary for those
interested in the improvement,
such as local boards of trade, to
present the need to their representative in Congress, at whose in-

stance an item is inserted in a river
and harbor bill authorizing the examination and survey of the locality. The first step then for the
District Engineer is to make a preliminary examination. Based on
this examination, the District Engineer reports and recommends
whether or not the improvement is
advisable, or whether a survey is
necessary to determine its advisability. The report is forwarded
through the Division Engineer,
who endorses it with his recommendations, and it is then reviewed
by the Board of Engineers for
Rivers and Harbors, which is composed of seven engineer officers.
The case is then presented to the
Chief of Engineers. If the recommendation of the Chief is unfavorable, the case is so reported by the
Secretary of War to Congress, and
is printed as a Congressional document. If, however, the Chief of
Engineers considers a survey advisable, the District Engineer is so
instructed. The District Engineer
in his report on the survey presents plans and estimates for the
improvement, and concludes the
report with a final recommendation
on its worthiness. The survey report is then forwarded through the
division, reviewed by the Board of
Engineers for Rivers and Harbors,
is acted upon by the Chief of Engineers, and is finally transmitted
by the Secretary of War to Congress.
The adoption of the project and
the appropriation necessary to complete it rests with Congress alone.
The work of improvement is conducted by contract or by Government owned plant and hired labor,
as the interests of efficiency and
economy dictate.
The execution of these important
and extensive engineering works
by the engineer officers of the
United States Army provides excellent training for their duties of
like magnitude in time of war, and
at the same time the government
gains the benefit of an honest, nonpolitical, capable, and efficient engineering organization to carry
out large-scale engineering projects.
The Rose Techhic

The Probable Trend in
Engineering Education
By
Ezekiel Hamilton, c., '35
IF we will examine closely the
I economic situation in which we
find ourselves today, we will be
led to the conclusion that a change
is necessary in the curricula offered
by engineering colleges. At present
there is a surfeit of engineers, and
as yet there has been no decrease
in the number annually graduating
from our colleges. If the present
economic condition of young engineers is to be improved, we must
provide our embryo engineers with
some special type of knowledge
which will enable them to compete
with their fellow professionals already out in industry. What is this
special knowledge to be?
On looking back into the history
of our present day industries, we
can, economically speaking, divide
our Industrial Revolution into four
phases: the first, the transportation era,-1870; the second, the
shop manufacturing era, 18701901; the third, the large scale
manufacturing era, 1901-1920; and
the fourth, the era of research,
1920-. Through these periods, and
characteristic of them, there have
appeared power and materials, machines and manufacturing processes, standardization and scientific
management, and research.
With this research for the improvement of industry has come
depression and an overgrowth, together with a clogging of the old
time worn avenue of approach to
industry. A new avenue must be
cleared. Large scale production,
through standardization and subsequent simplification, is daily reducing the relative number of
routine technological workers. At
M a y,
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the same time a new field is opening up, requiring a trained and
skilled management personnel. The
heyday of the old college graduate
is passing. The new graduate must
have very advanced additional
technical training, or else special
knowledge of economics, business
administration and management,
and corporation financing.
Those who wish to choose a
strictly technical training must
look themselves over carefully ;
they must be sure that they have
technical ability, and that they are
fitted for a strictly technical profession. No longer is the situation
as it has been. In the post-depression era the method is going to be
to "educate the student" rather
than to "train the engineer." In
the past few years, in this so-called
age of research, companies have
taken over this matter of graduate
instruction, fitting men to take
over positions that require special
technical knowledge, because by
doing so they have made their men
more efficient and generally useful.
Large scale production is eliminating the highly trained technological
staffs doing routine work.
The engineer who feels that he
has a place in the purely technical
positions must carry on graduate
studies on his own. He is going to
be alone and out of a job (provided
that he has no special qualities enabling him to compete with better
educated men) unless he has graduate study behind him. Industry
will base her opinion of him on his
attainments in graduate study,
rather than on his first year's performance at the plant, and per-

sonnel methods will be modified undoubtedly to take advantage of
this situation. Graduate study will
offer the opportunity for the best
contribution that college can make
to industry, and also the acme of
individual development to the student.
At the same time we have open
to technical men another field
which is much broader, and which
is capable of using and absorbing
the various abilities of widely different technically trained men. In
the fields of management, finance,
and administration, there are a
thousand openings to a hundred in
the research service. These facts
and the compounding of all these
social and economic forces, Dean
Rogers (Oregon State College of
Engineering) says, "seem to be directing the engineering schools toward a program of four years
duration in which a greater emphasis upon the collateral interests
of business and management will
result in a lessened emphasis upon
engineering science and technology." With the same point of view,
Professor Kimball of Cornell says,
it
. there will be an increasing
.
demand for engineers with administrative ability and a sound training in business fundamentals . . .
. . An engineering course supplemented by courses in English, economics, corporation finance, cost
finding, etc., will probably offer the
best training possible for the prospective industrial executive."
One of the major criticisms of
our present technical system of
education, and one which seems to
be universally offered, is voiced by
Pag•

C. C. Williams of the University of
Iowa State when he says, "Regardless of what latent capacities students have possessed, engineering
colleges have been too much disposed to mold them into certain industrial patterns, either furnished
by instructors transferring from
industry to the classroom or by
other contacts. To that extent, the
colleges have done a dis-service
both to the students and to inindustry."
Until educational staffs which
are thoroughly capable of teaching
such broadened courses of an economic nature are inducted into our
colleges, no radical changes can be
made. Perhaps no radical changes
are necessary. A limited number of
courses in constructive accounting,

economics, management, finance,
and law, may serve for the present
to increase the breadth of engineering curricula in such a manner as
to facilitate the entrance of the
graduate into industry.
Such times as we find ourselves
in, together with the fact that
business has become so highly
technical, necessitate some broadening in college curricula. Such
curricula should be of particular interest to the student, not merely
as so much more drudgery to be
suffered, but as knowledge whose
value is certainly equal to that of
the technical information which is
the primary object of his consideration. One must not lose sight of
the fact that engineering colleges
are first of all intended to impart

technical knowledge ; however, to
an engineer social and economic
knowledge is equally important.
In conclusion, an engineer must
first of all know his engineering,
because that is his main objective.
Then he must have either special
graduate training, which he probably cannot afford, or he must have
his law, finance, business administration and management, English,
and economics, to enabie hini to
get into a position where he can
use his engineering knowledge.
And finally, but initially the most
important, he must study to iliid
the work for which he is best fitted,
so that he may concentrate accordingly on either his technical or his
administrative studies.

Demodulation or the Detection
of Radio Signals
By
Paul H. Reedy, e., '35
analysis of the parts of a
ANradio
wave from a broadcasting station will show that it is
composed of a radio frequency
component (as discussed in the
first of this series of articles) and
an audio frequency component.
Perhaps it would be more correct

to write components since the
audio wave produced by speech or
music is quite complex, being composed of many frequencies in the
range from 25 to about 16,000
cycles per second. At the receiving
end an antenna is used to pick up
the electromagnetic radiations ex-
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isting in space. Now the antenna is
not partial to frequency, so that
signals of different frequencies induce voltages in the antenna wire.
Such induced voltages are usually
in the order of only a few microvolts. Many receivers use one or
more tubes for the purpose of amplifying these radio frequency voltages so that the set will be sensitive
to weak signals. The portion of the
receiver in which this voltage amplification takes place is known as
the radio frequency amplifier. The
signal from the final tube of such
an amplifier is ready to be detected
or demodulated ; that is, it is ready
for a frequency translation. Using
vacuum tubes this can be accomplished by three different types of
circuits. The following paragraphs
will explain the operation of each
type of circuit and show its limitations.
The Rose Technic
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=COD DETECTION
Fig. 1 shows a simple schematic
diagram of a plate detector.
Enough C-battery voltage is used
to make the tube operate on the
lower bend of the characteristic
Eg curve (shown in fig. 2). Now
if Li is inductively coupled to a
primary coil L, which is connected
to an antenna, it can receive by
transformer action radio frequency
impulses from the antenna. It can
be seen (fig. 1) that LI is used in
conjunction with C, to form a
parallel resonant circuit, which of
course can be used to select the
desired frequency. Now if the L,Ci
combination is adjusted to resonate
at any particular frequency and a
voltage of that particular frequency is induced into L, from the
antenna coil L, there will be circulating currents set up in the coil
and condenser which will develop
a radio frequency voltage across
the parallel combination. This alternating voltage, in series with
the C or grid bias battery, is applied between the filament and
grid, thus varying the tube bias,
which in turn varies the amount
of plate current. Since the tube is
biased so that it operates near cutoff, that is, near the point where a
slight increase in grid bias voltage
will cause the flow of plate current
to become zero, only the positive
half-cycles of signal voltage will
be effective in causing a change in
plate current. This can be seen
readily by reference to fig. 2. The
variation in plate current will be
the average value of the positive
half-cycles of the radio-frequency
wave, which represents an audioM a y,
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frequency current superimposed
on the steady plate current of the
tube. This pulsating current of
audio-frequency flowing in the
phones causes the diaphragm to
vibrate in accordance with the
original signal at the transmitting
end. This type of detection is called
plate detection because the radiofrequency wave is amplified from
the grid to the plate of the tube,
and the signal is then demodulated
or detected in the plate circuit.
The second type of detector circuit is shown schematically in fig.
3. It will be noted that the only
differences between figures 1 and
3 are in the grid circuit. The first
type employs fixed battery bias,
while the type in question employa grid leak and fixed condenser in
the grid circuit. Since in the case
in question there is no fixed grid
bias, the grid will tend to operate
at a more positive potential than
in the first case. When a modulated
radio-frequency signal is applied to
the grid, it will swing the grid alternately positive and negative
about the operating point. On the
positive swings the grid current
increases more than it decreases
during the negative swings. Now
for any particular value of filament
current there is a definite number
of electrons emitted, so that if the
grid current more on positive
swings than it decreases on the
negative swings, the plate current
will increase on positive swings
less than it decreases on negative
swings. This statement will be better understood if reference is made
to fig. 4. Thus it will be seen

that rectification has taken place
in the grid circuit with audio-frequency amplification to the plate
circuit. It will be noted that the
average decrease in plate current
will be effective in the phones in
reproducing the original audiofrequency wave.
The third type of circuit is explained by means of fig. 5. It will
be noted by reference to figures
1 and 3 that the load in the plate
circuit has a condenser connected
across it to by-pass the radio-frequency components in the output.
Fig. 5 shows a circuit which makes
it possible to feed this radio-frequency back into the grid circuit
and thus reamplify the signal a
number of times. This re-amplification or regeneration gives a tremendous increase in detector sensitivity. In fig. 5 the coil L, in the
plate circuit is inductively coupled
to the grid circuit coil Li so that
the energy can be reamplified. This
is a regenerative grid-detector circuit.
Most modern radio receivers use
the second type, known as the
grid-bias detector. This type seems
to give the most satisfactory results in practice.
In the first of this series of
articles, the parts of a radio wave
were analyzed and discussed. It
was shown that a radio wave consists essentially of radio frequency
and audio frequency components.
Three types are circuits which are
applicable to radio signal work.
This article explains these three
circuits, the plate detection, the
modulated grid detection, and the
regenerative grid detections.
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PRIME MOVERS
By
Bert L. Pearce and John A. Cushman, Jr.,
m's., '35
THE phase of a power station in
which probably the most noticeable change has been made in
the last 35 years is that of prime
movers. It is safe to say that at
the beginning of the twentieth
century all of the generators in
the large American stations were
being driven by reciprocating engines of one type or another. At
this time turbines were being developed in their first practical
stages in Europe, and no great interest had been taken in them in
this country as appliances for large
central stations. This point is
shown very clearly by the fact that
at the Paris Exposition held in
1900 reciprocating engines of all
sizes were shown as the outstanding prime movers of that period,
while the turbine was exhibited
mostly as an appliance for relatively small loads.

In the next few years the turbine was seized by American manufacturers, and was so rapidly developed that in 1903 a horizontal
turbine was placed on the market
by the Westinghouse Company and
a vertical type by the General
Electric Company.
As is generally the case, people
were slow to accept these new
ideas, especially since such radical
changes were involved in shifting
from the reciprocating engine to
the turbine. This fact tended to
slow the progress of the turbine
for a short time. The presence of
this skepticism led to the establishment of plants which used both
turbines and engines. An example
of this dual arrangement is found
in the L Street station of the Edison Electric Company of Boston,
Massachusetts. Still another example of the doubt that existed at
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this time as to the efficiency and
ability of turbines to stand up
under load is shown by the challenge of the builders of reciprocating engines and the resulting test
made by turbine builders. "The
builders of reciprocating engines
complained that tests were published giving shop results and that
no tests were published concerning
actual performance in daily work.
This challenge was accepted by the
De Laval Steam Turbine Company
and a test was made by Professors
E. F. Miller and R. R. Lawrence of
M. I. T. upon a 150 HP steam turbine dynamo which had been in
service two years in the plant of
the New England Structural Company of Everett, Massachusetts.
The test proved favorable to the
defense and established the turbine
among power engineers as a satisfactory prime mover."
From that time on turbines developed rapidly. The first large
units to be installed in this country
were those of the Fisk Street Station of the Chicago Edison Company, which were placed in operation in 1904. Three of the units
were vertical two stage machines
of 5000 kw capacity, while the
fourth was a five stage unit of
5000 kw capacity. During the next
few years the sizes of units were
rapidly increased. In 1910 the Fisk
street machines were replaced by
four 12000 kw units.
Because of the expiration of the
Westinghouse Company's patent
for a horizontal type turbine at
this time, the large units that were
built were of the horizontal type.
Thus, in 1915 the Philadelphia
Electric Company installed the
largest unit in the world at that
time, a 35000 kW unit. It was a 13
stage, horizontal Curtis turbine, 63
ft. 2 in. long, 21 ft. 7 in. wide, and
15 ft. 10 in. high, weighing 600
tons, using 11.9 lb. of steam/kw at
213 lbs./sq. in. and 150 degrees
super heat, and exhausting to 1.5
inches of mercury.
Even at this time with turbine
units rapidly displacing steam engines we find engine manufacturers
putting up a game but losing fight
The
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for supremacy in the large unit
field, with a resulting tendency toward higher speeds and less
weight. By using. higher pressures
and some superheat, water rates
were lowered. Also of great importance in this field at this time
was the introduction of the uniflow
engine into America.
Pressures and temperatures continued to increase with a resulting
increase in the size and number of
turbines. In the year 1919, a 3 element cross compounded turbine
unit rated at 70,000 kw was installed for the Interbourough Rapid Transit Company of New York.
This was the most powerful unit in
the world at that time. We also
find that this period of rapid development was a period characterized by the search for higher efficiencies of the complete power
plant cycle. This led to turbines
designed for higher pressures, reheating between stages, and stage
bleeding for feed-water heating.
A plant which placed into use all
of these newly discovered processes
with resulting higher efficiency was
the Hudson Avenue Station of the
Brooklyn Edison Co. In 1924 it
installed the largest straight reaction unit of its time with a capacity of 35,000 kw, using 600 lb.
steam at a total temperature of
750 degrees F., and operating
on the reheating-regenerative-feedheating cycle.
During the next few years,
which led up to and included the
period of greatest economic prosperity that this country has ever
experienced, the power industry
like many others developed enormously, with the installation of
turbines operating at the unheard
of pressures of 1200 and 1400 lbs.,
and at temperatures of about 750
degrees F. In 1929 Central station
output came close to 97 billion kwhrs. and generating capacity increased about 1,850,000 kw. Plants
built between 1924 and 1930 for
steam pressures above 400 lbs.
numbered 41, while those above
1000 lbs. numbered nine. The size
of units also reached unheard of
dimensions in this field with the
M a y, 1 9 3 5
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largest unit in operation in the
world consisting of a 208,000 kw
triple-cross-compounded unit at
the State Line plant in Indiana,
using steam at 650 lbs. and 750
degrees F.
Then followed the years of depression, which affected the power
industry very seriously. With the
decreased need for power, central
station operators found themselves
with plants capable of handling
loads far in excess of the demand.
This, combined with other economic
factors, brought the installation of
large units to a standstill.
With the improvement in the
economic situation, the demand for
power has increased, and with it
has come an increase in the size
and in the number of recent instal-

lations. This is evidenced by the
installation of a 110,000 kw vertical
compounded, 12000 lb., 900 degree
unit by the Ford Motor Co., and of
other large units by the Firestone
and Goodyear Rubber Companies.
Further evidence is the fact that
the year 1934 ended with a weekly
average of 1,695,000,000 kw-hrs.,
which is only 11% below the 1929
peak and which is a total output
increase of 5.5(A over 1933.
On the basis of these facts it
seems only natural that the pov,'er
industry will take up where it left
off in 1930, and that it will continue toward even higher goals of
size, temperature, pressure, efficiency, etc.
References: Power—Sept., 1905,
Jan., 1915, Jan., 1929, Jan., 1935.
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Class Anniversary
THE commencement exercises for
this the class of 1935 marks
the fiftieth anniversary of the
graduation of the first class from
Rose Polytechnic Institute. Although this first class was quite
small, it is remarkable that all of
the members of this class are living. Even more remarkable is that
fact that all of the members of this
first graduating class will attend
the graduation of the class of 1935
here at the Institute this spring.
It is highly probable that this
sort of thing has ever occurred in
any other school, and with the
realization of this fact, this issue
of the "Rose Technic" has been
dedicated to the first graduating
class of the Rose Polytechnic Institute.

Welcome
This issue marks the initial work
of the Technic Staff for the year
1935-36. Since the new staff includes a number of men whose
services have not been extended to
the Technic previous to this issue,
it is well at this time to realize that
theirs is the maintenance of an enviable record set by their predecessors. The magazine must be expanded in quality in order to surpass the consistently high standPag• 14

ard that has characterized the
past eight issues.
Realizing all of this the new
staff has assumed its duties confident that it can fulfill its obligations and can produce a magazine
of which the students, the faculty,
and the alumni will be proud.

F. E. R. A.
F. E. R. A. has made it possible
for thirty students at Rose Polytechnic Institute to have jobs during the school year 1934-35. Consider the advantages of this type
of employment. First, there is the
financial assistance. During the
financial depression, the number of
students applying for school loans
has greatly increased with the result that the amount of money each
student could obtain has been
rather limited. F. E. R. A. has
made up the difference in the
amount between what each student
has needed, and what he could obtain from the available loan fund.
Secondly, there is the educational
value. Even if outside employment
were possible to the extent it was
a few years ago, the type of work
found then did not provide many
educational advantages. Rose Polytechnic has given F. E. R. A. students jobs in the instructional
field, thereby providing them with

a background which will be of increased value when they are ready
for jobs in industry. Furthermore,
these F. E. R. A. jobs fit into the
curriculum and do not necessitate
the hard and long hours, often at
disadvantageous times, found in
outside work.
Thirdly, there is the character
building it provides. If the student
could not get the F. E. R. A. job
and dropped out of school, it is
probable that he could not find a
job and would become one of the
"great army of unemployed." It
is accepted that the man who has
worked his way through college
appreciates the value of the training he received more than most of
those who have not had to help
support themselves. These jobs
provided by the government
through F. E. R. A. are a supply
designed to diminish this lack of
available jobs.
It is the earnest hope of the
F. E. R. A. students of Rose Polytechnic Institute that this type of
work can be continued until such
time as the financial crisis of the
nation is definitely passed and more
money for education is available.

Selling Engineering
The problem of selling his technical services is soon to confront
the engineering college graduate.
If he has thought ahead and has
carried out plans so that he will be
better equipped than the average
graduate, this problem will not
loom so large ; however, to the man
who has gone through school and
who has made an attempt to absorb only what his instructors have
placed before him, this will appear
to be a problem of enormous size.
According to Mr. William McClellan of the Potomac Electric
Power Company, there are certain
factors which technical employers
have found to be outstanding in deciding upon the relative merits of
the college graduate. Chief among
these is personality. Employers today generally agree that the man
out of a group of sufficiently and
technically trained men who imThe Rose Technic

presses them with having superior
endowments of personality and
versatility is likely to get the job.
Second among the factors which
are noted particularly is personal
appearance. If an engineer lacks
personal qualities, he must depend
on much simpler things for favorable impressions, and it is for this
reason that dress, carriage, deportment, and general social behavior
become vital matters. Then too,
these factors express the characteristics of a person—such characteristics as common sense, selfrespect, self-confidence.
More than of ordinary importance to an engineer is the factor
of being able to speak and write
well. Because of the fact that
many ideas are "sold" in oral arguments, an engineer should develop
his speaking ability. Hand in hand
with clarity of oral expression goes
clarity of written expression of
ideas. The engineer must remember that possibly a non-technically
trained man is going to be the recipient of his report ; therefore he
must be able to express his ideas
in a manner such that they will be
clearly understood by all.
A third factor for the engineer
to consider is that of human contacts. The engineer who merely
goes to work in the morning, does
his work capably, and then comes
home in the evening is to a large
extent an artizan only. A true exhibition of professional spirit is
demonstrated by his interests outside his professional duties.
A fourth factor which is applicable to every profession is
judgment. The engineer without
judgment is akin to the research
worker in the laboratory who
works on several projects but lacks
the ability to decide which will be
most beneficial and will lead to
something worthwhile. Closely related to this factor of judgment is
another one which is the ability to
distinguish between essentials and
non-essentials. The higher salaried
man should not spend his time
solving problems which a lower
salaried man can handle. In industry there are men commonly
M a y,
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called detail men, who, after a project has been conceived in its
broader aspects, work out the details. It is the duty of the engineer
to make all of the proper assignments to these men. Thus these
factors of judgment and distinguishing between essentials and
non-essentials tend to create a
more efficient employment o f
labor.
It is seen from the foregoing remarks of Mr. McClellan that the
selling of engineering really
amounts to selling oneself. If an
engineer will start early to establish himself by his appearance and
expression, by his human contacts,
by his exhibitions of judgment, he
will find that he will become more
valuable to his employer, and consequently, will not have such a difficult job selling his engineering
training.

impact is a very real thing.
Likewise in the study of welding
and cutting processes, the study of
theory can go only so far. Personal
experience in carrying out the
operation studied is both desirable
and necessary. This is one of the
reasons why the students in many
of our vocational schools are really learning about these processes—
they study by doing. In these
schools many everyday articles are
repaired by the students. Garbage
cans, for instance, are made by
cutting a portion of an oil barrel
after it has been thoroughly
cleaned ; a cover is made for it from
sheet iron. Old pipe is used for the
handle. Park benches have been
made from old beds which have
grown too rickety for their original
use. Floor and table lamps, certain
laundry, kitchen, and bakery equipment as well as many other useful
articles are turned out by welding
students.

The student body and the
members of the faculty join
with the Technic Staff in expressing its deepest sympathies both to Mrs. Hopkins,
whose husband, Mr. F. H.
Hopkins, died on May 6, and
to Professor Alfred T. Child,
whose father died on May 6
at Woodstock, Connecticutt.

One interesting job in connection with this work is the fabrication of two incinerators to replace
old brick ones. These incinerators
were made out of an old boiler
shell which was condemned. The
whole job was done by means of
welding. A rough cost estimate for
this work shows that labor and
materials came to about thirteen
dollars for both incinerators. Only
six hours work were involved. It
Practical Education
was estimated that this work would
TO some students a study of the have cost about thirty dollars had
principles of applied mechanics the incinerators been built from
leaves little impression but that of brick.
a considerable amount of advanced
Too many of the laboratory
mathematics. The matter of per- courses in engineering schools
sonal experience is lacking in such loose their value because the stua case. The theory of impact leaves dents are not particularly interin a student's mind nothing but a ested in the types of experiments
mathematical formula, until such which are required. Of course, it is
a time comes as he goes out and realized that there is not room in
starts to use, say a hammer. Driv- the engineering school curriculum
ing a nail with a hammer is the for many of these courses which
first experience toward finding out are almost essentially those of a
actually what the mathematical vocational school, yet their applicaformula may mean to him. The tion to a greater extent is worthy
first time the hammer misses the of consideration. When a student's
nail head and the student cracks work is actually productive of
his thumb, his personal experience tangible and useful articles, there
as connected with the theory of is bound to be pride in that work.
Page
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The ...tvianufacture of
Nitroglycerin
R. L. Henderson,'22
THE production of nitroglycerin
I in reality consists of four operations, namely; nitrating, separating, prewashing and neutralizing.
In some installations all of these
operations are carried out in one
building, while at other plants they
are divided among two or more
buildings in various combinations
to conform to the arrangement of
the plant in accord with the policies of the management. In the
case of separate buildings the nitroglycerin is conveyed between them
by gravity flow through rubber
hose lines, lead or rubber lined
gutters.
Nitration is accomplished in a
cylindrical steel nitrator situated
at the upper level of the building.
Agitation is provided either by a
pair of steel paddles or by one
large central propeller driven usually by a steam engine, although
in some cases by an electric motor.
As a safety measure, air and hand
agitation are also available. Cooling is effected with circular steel
brine coils in which the brine is
carried at temperatures varying
from about —20° F. to +5° F. The
nitrator is provided with sight
glasses, thermometers, pressure
gauges and a tachometer to afford
rigid control of the operation. The
glycerin is nitrated by running it
in a small stream into the nitrator
containing acid. When all of the
glycerin has run in, the steel or
chemicalware cock on the nitrator
is opened and the charge is allowed
to run by gravity into the separator. As a safety measure, a large
wooden tank partially filled with
water is situated under the nitrator
to receive a charge from the nitrator or separator which for any
Page
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reason might have become overheated and out of control.
The separator is a comparatively
shallow lead tank open at the top
and provided with usually two or
three sight glasses located on the
side to afford observation of the
progress of separation. There is
also an air coil in the bottom to
provide agitation if required. Two
thermometers are arranged in
positions to give the temperature
of the nitroglycerin and of the
acid. The temperature of either will
usually not exceed 42° F. The
charge is allowed to stand perfectly still in the separator and the
acid, having a higher specific
gravity, will settle to the bottom
and leave the nitroglycerin on top,
forming after about forty minutes
a very distinct line of separation.
After an additional five to twenty
minutes the charge is drawn. In
some installations the drawoff lines
are arranged to run the nitroglycerin out first while in others the
spent acid is drawn off first.
The spent acid containing about
75% sulphuric acid and 8% nitric
acid, is sent through a steel pipe
line preferably by gravity to the
recovery plant. There it is separated into sulphuric and nitric acids
which in turn are used to produce
explosive ingredients or intermediate products.
The nitroglycerin runs by gravity
from the separator into the prewash tank which may be constructed of lead or wood, about five
feet in diameter and five and one
half to six feet deep with a hood
to confine fumes which are then
led away through a fume line. To
receive the charge this tank contains a volume of fresh water at

about 120° F., equivalent to 1/2 to
2/3 of the volume of the nitroglycerin. More fresh water at about
150° F., is added later to bring
the temperature of the mixture to
about 100° F. The mixture is agitated well with air at not more
than 15 pounds pressure while the
nitroglycerin is running in and for
a few minutes after it is all in,
then allowed to settle for 15 or 20
minutes. Then th2 charge is run
out, the nitroglycerin to the
neutralizing tank and the wash
water through lead catch boxes to
settle out ,particles of nitroglycerin, then to waste.
The neutralizing tank is similar
to the prewash tank and is similarly equipped with a lead or hard
rubber air agitator in the bottom.
To receive the charge it contains a
volume of soda ash solution equiv2the volume of the
1
alent to about/
nitroglycerin. The solution contains
40 to 50 pounds of soda ash and
is brought to a temperature which
will make the final temperature of
the nitroglycerin 95° F. to 100° F.
The mixture is thoroughly agitated and then tested for neutrality
with litmus paper or better with
pH testing equipment. For certain
brands of nitroglycerin which have
a tendency to carry high percentages of moisture, a salt wash is
given at this stage. From 15 to 50
pounds of sodium chloride are added dry to the charge in the neutralizer and well agitattd for 10 to
15 minutes. This prevents excessive
moisture in the finished product.
The nitroglycerin is then sent to
lead storage tanks usually in a
separate building, and is ready for
use. The soda water is run through
catch boxes to take out any last
possible traces of nitroglycerin before running to waste.
All equipment, including tanks,
hose lines, gutter lines, floors and
catch boxes, is kept scrupulously
clean. Floors are lead covered to
facilitate washing and cleaning up
of spills. Windows are shaded or
painted to prevent any direct sunlight from shining on nitroglycerin. In fact, every possible safety
precaution is observed.
The
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.says Tokyo
Translating the symbols,the Tokyo telephone operator says,
"The connection is made—go ahead, please." Meaning that now
you can talk to Japan from any telephone in the Bell System.
Interestingly, Japanese was the first foreign language ever
transmitted by telephone—when in the winter of 1876-77
three Japanese students at Harvard paid a visit to Alexander
Graham Bell in Boston. These three men have lived to see
the day when they can talk with Boston from their homeland!
Seeking to put the whole world
on such easy speaking terms, Bell

Why not drop in at home

System service now enables you to

tonight — by telephone?
For a lot of pleasure at

be connected with more than 93%

number after 8:30 P. M.

bargain rotes, call by

of the world's 33,000,000 telephones.

BELL TELEPHONE
SYSTEM
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Rose Memorials
D OSE was deeply moved by the
I death of Mr. Frederick H. Hopkins on Monday afternoon, May 6.
Although Mr. Hopkins has been in
ill-health for some time his death
came as a distinct shock to the
student body and the members of
the faculty. He has been in bed
almost constantly since March 15,
when he suffered a heart attack.
Since that time he has had two
attacks, the second one occuring on
the Saturday night preceeding his
death.
Mr. Hopkins was seventy-two
years old at the time of his death.
He was born in Canada and came
to this part of the country when
he was thirty-five years old. He
was married to Exia Pinnell, who
lived in Paris, Illinois ; they made
their home in Paris. They have
one son, Willis Pinnell Hopkins,
who lives in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Seven years ago Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins came to Rose Polytechnic Institute where Mr. Hopkins has
served as manager of the dormitory, Deming Hall.
Through his untiring efforts,
Mr. Hopkins has placed Deming
Hall in a beautiful setting materially. He is responsible for the
landscaping of the terraced lawn in
front of the dormitory and the
lawn leading down to and bordering the little lake. The beautiful
little garden to the west of the
dormitory is also one of his many
beautifying projects. He has done
much to improve the drives and
walks approaching the dormitory.
"Gov," as Mr. Hopkins has always been known to the Rose
students, was always a gentleman
and a perfect host. He read extensively and could always introduce
an interesting conversation. The
residents of the dormitory and
their guests have always been
highly entertained while in his
presence. Whether he was walking
over to school for the mail,
whether he was out working with
p a ge 18

his shrubs, or whether he was
marking lunches in the cafeteria,
Gov always had a greeting for
everyone. The boys at the dormitory have always felt free to go to
him for a bit of advice. He could
always be depended upon for
friendly advice and helpful suggestions. In this way the feeling
existing between him and the boys
was like that between father and
son. His unselfish and unbiased
counsels have frequently solved
problems for the boys and many

Mr. Hopkins

have profited by his small loans
which he was always ready to give.
His kindly acts of employing
students in the dormitory have
helped many of them through
Rose.
Mr. Hopkins was a most admirable character. He was earnest,
sincere, and thorough in all that he
did. His quiet and unassuming
nature inspired confidence and won
for him the esteem of his associates, who found in him a wise
counsellor and a loyal, sympathetic
friend.

TRIBUTE was paid to Dr. John
I White at the annual Rose
Memorial Day exercises held at the
Institute on May 8 for his fine
work in the interests of the school.
Mrs. Frederick B. Stevens, Detroit,
Michigan, was the donor of two
flags, one the flag of the institute,
and the other the flag of the state
of Indiana. These flags were presented "in honor of John White,
Ph.D., vice president, who with
high ideals and fine scholarship has
given thirty-two years of devoted
service to the school."
As Mrs. Stevens was unable to
attend the exercises, Dr. Prentice
presented the gifts to Dr. Paul
Bogart, who accepted them on behalf of Rose Polytechnic Institute.
Dr. White was then asked to say a
few words. The audience arose and
as the applause subsided, Dr.
White, who was rendered almost
inarticulate by the unexpected occasion, arose and said, "I am sure
that I do not deserve this honor.
Thank you for all you have said
and done."
The Rose flag is to be used at
commencement and at other important college events and should
be carried by the R. O. T. C. on
formal occasions. Both flags are
made of a high quality, silk-like
cloth, are fringed on the three outer edges, and have all of the figures
on them hand-embroidered. They
were designed in the East by the
maker of some of the finest flags
in the country.11 Mrs. Stevens not
only gave the flags and the staffs
each with an appropriate ornament
at the tip, but also she gave tripods
for them to stand in, belts for
carrying them, and water-proof
covers. To make the picture complete, she sent several dozen roses
as a decoration for the occasion
After the exercises in the ssembly room the R. O. T. C. formed
on the campus. Dr. White, Dr.
Bogart, Dr. Prentice, and Captain
Stevenson then inspected the unit.
The new flags were carried.
The student body is deeply
grateful to Mrs. Stevens for these
gifts and for the honor justly
placed upon Dr. White.
The Rose Technic
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RESEARCH AND PROGRESS
By
Charles MacDonald, m., '36
The Worlds Largest Telescope
The greatest modern achievement of engineering in the field of
astronomy was the construction of
the gigantic 200-inch telescope.
Every branch of engineering had
or will have some part in the building or operation of this scientific
instrument.
To the chemical engineer fell the
task of selecting the proper type
of material for the most important
unit, the reflector. The material
had to withstand the cooling process, remain unaffected by atmospheric changes, and be capable of
undergoing the delicate grinding
and polishing operations. Glass
and fused quartz were tried, but a
super pyrex borosilicate glass
finally was selected after a trial
mirror 120 inches in diameter, the
largest ever made, was poured, allowed to cool, and examined. The
reflector was poured about a year
ago, and when examined recently
was found to be doing nicely. The
cooling process has not ended. This
disk is relatively thin with a
system of ribs and webs on the
back to provide strength and
grips fort he supporting members.
The completed mirror will weigh
nearly eighteen tons. The grinding and polishing will be of such a
delicate nature that the 240 square
feet of surface are expected to be
accurate to within two millionths
of an inch. During the final stages
only one hour of work a day at
fifteen minute intervals will be
permitted in order to guard
against the workers' body heat
from affecting the curvature. The
reflecting surface will be aluminum deposited in atomic form in a
vacuum chamber. This type of
surface reflects light better than
Page
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silver and is especially sensitive to
ultra-violet rays.
The operator sits inside the tube
of this telescope, almost At the
focal point. In this position the observer casts a shadow, but the loss
of light is not so great as in the
common construction where the
collected light is reflected outside
the tube.
The fork-type mounting presented many difficulties. It must
necessarily be very heavy and
large, but it must be able to follow
the motion of the observed object.
Huge motors and compressed air
controlled by an astronomical clock
provide the motion. The mounting
rotates on large roler bearings
which are made very accurately.
The control of heat is one of the
greatest problems. A change in
temperature of only a few degrees
would move the focal point or distort the image. The inclosing
dome is to be double-walled and
heat insulated to prevent the sun
from warming the interior during
the daytime. Water circulating
around the mounting will keep the
mass at atmospheric temperature
when the shutters of the dome
are rolled back. The telescope will
never be used for sun observations
because the heat rays would ruin
the surface of the mirror.
Nearly all the observations will
be made by photographic means,
the photographic plate being infinitely more sensitive to light
than the human eye. In addition to
photographic equipment many
more auxiliary units are being
planned, such as: thermopiles,
spectrographs, photo-electric cells,
and a solar furnace to produce approximately 6000 degrees centigrade.
The mirror is 360,000 times

more powerful than the human
eye, and will magnify astronomical
bodies 10,000 times. The moon will
appear to be only twenty-four
miles away; objects separated by
no more than thirty feet on the
surface of the moon could be distinguished. The 100-inch telescope
at Mount Wilson can detect a
candle flame 5,000 miles away, and
since a 200-inch reflector has four
times the light gathering capacity,
the candle should be seen at 20,000
miles. The mirror will have a focal
length of 55 feet and a radius of
curvature of 110 feet. The ratio of
focal length to aperature, 55 feet
to 200 inches, which determines
the length of exposure, shows that
pictures can be taken nearly ten
times as fast as with existing telescopes. Faster pictures mean less
blurring, twinkling, and shimmering of the atmosphere on the finished plate.
Drs. J. A. Anderson and Francis
G. Pease of the Mount Wilson observatory are in charge of the
work. Leaders in many branches
of science, under the guidance of
Dr. George E. Hale, are co-operating with the International Education Board of New York which
provided the $6,000,000 telescope
fund.

VIachining with an Electric Arc
Low-voltage electrical arcs have
been used for some time in welding and cutting operations, but
they have been found to be very
temperamental and elusive. The
free arcs will sputter, spin, and
spit, and at times will not form at
all. Atmospheric and magnetic
conditions influence the arc very
much. By new methods of controlling these arcs, many machines
and devices are now available for
The
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cutting, boring, slotting, a n d
threading even the hardest of
metallic substances.
One of these machines, an electric arc saw, should find extensive
use. This saw has a circular blade
rotated by a step-up gear from an
electric motor. The lower half of
the blade rotates in the inside of
a helix, so that the center of the
blade becomes one pole of an
electromagnet and the periphery of
the blade becomes the opposite
pole. The arc producing current
enters the unit through the helix,
and is then conducted into the
blade by a brush and permitted to
arc to the work. In this construction, the arc is controlled by an
electromagnet energized by the
current which forms the arc.

carbide will need much more current.

Light-Weight Diesel Engine
for Rail Cars

To reduce the weight per horsepower has been one of the major
problems in the design of diesel
engines for rail cars. Then, too,
the limited space available in the
conventional car has limited the
maximum power obtainable in a
unit. By arranging the cylinders
radially, a new 2-cycle diesel recently developed attains both light
weight and compactness. With a
1
2
6/
1
2 in. bore and a stroke of 7/
in., the ten-cylinder design develops 635 hp. at 1,400 r.p.m. and
weighs only 3,900 lb. This weight,
which includes accessories, gives a
ratio of only 6 lb. per hp. With a
The blade is toothed, not because
direct current generator of special
the blade must actually cut, but to
design attached to the engine, the
produce voltage oscillations which
entire unit weighs 9,200 lb., or
assist in directing the arc as well
as giving the arc its velocity. The
lengthening and shortening of the
low-voltage arc, as the teeth of the
blade pass the work, produces a
variation in voltage, setting up
oscillations of about 2,000,000 a
minute. It is this rapid oscillation
of current that directs the arc from
the tips of the saw teeth to the
work so that the arc path is not
more than 0.005 inch wider than
the blade.
During the cutting operation,
the metal being removed is fused
and swept out so rapidly that no
section of the material being cut is
exposed to the excessive temperatures long enough to induce an
appreciable change in the structure. Likewise, the rapid rotation
and the short interval during
which the arc is passed from a
given tooth does not allow the saw
blade to become heated.
Although the voltage never becomes much more than 20 volts,
the current may reach 1,000
amperes or more depending upon
the thickness and melting point of
the metal being cut. Sections of
mild steel may require not more
than 100 amperes, but tungsten
M a y,
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about one-third the weight of the
The entire unit is only 70 in. in
conventional diesel-electric unit of
equal power for rail car service.
diameter and 82 in. long including
the generator.
Light weight and compactness
are obtained principally by the
radical construction, which allows
a large reduction in the weight of
the crankshaft and crankcase, as
well as a reduction in length. As in
aircraft engine practice, one master connecting rod carries nine
articulated rods. Two roller bearings and one ball thrust bearing
support the short two-piece crankshaft. Wrist pins are carried on
needle bearings. Reduction in the
weight of the crankcase is the result of extensive use of highstrength alloy steels and welded
construction. Steel castings are
used for only a few small parts
which could not be readily weldea.
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Campus
Activities
Edited by
Norman Wittenbrock
Ch., '38

The club was decorated in the
school colors of rose and white.
The Junior Prom this year, as The programs were made of black
its predecessors have been, was one suede. There was a large number of
of the most outstanding social alumni members present at the
events of the year. The Prom was dance. The junior class was indeed
held at the Terre Haute Country grateful to the large number of
Club. The dance was formal. persons who attended the dance,
Music for the evening was furnish- and undoubtedly, this event is to
ed by Matt Mathews and his or- be a definite part of the school
chestra from the University of calendar hereafter.
Illinois.

Junior Prom

R.O.T.C.

The chaperones for the dance
were Doctor and Mrs. John White,
Professor and Mrs. Wischmeyer,
Professor and Mrs. Knipmeyer.
The guests of honor were Doctor
and Mrs. Prentice, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul N. Bogart, and Mr. and Mrs.
Benjamin H. Pine.
Ray Laughlin, president of the
junior class, acted as general chairman for the dance. The committees
included: Richard Spain, chairman
of the orchestra committee, assisted by Warren Sentman, Ed Leever,
and Jack West; Louis Duenweg,
chairman of the committee for arrangements, with Danial Overholser and William Creal assisting ;
Robert Shattuck, chairman of the
publicity committee, assisted by
Paul McKee, James Hufford, and
Harry Garmong ; and Albert Mewhinney, chairman of the finance
committee, with Paul Bennett as
his assistant.
Page
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The final appointments of cadet
officers in the R. O. T. C. Engineer
Battalion were announced by the
Professor of Military Science and
Tactics on April eighth.
The appointments were made as
fallows:
Battalion Commander—Cadet Major E. B. Butler, Battalion Adjutant — Cadet Captain N . H .
Cromwell, Battalion Supply Officer
—Cadet Captain B. F. McIntyre.
Company A
Company Commander—Cadet Captain H. H. Richardson, Second in
Command—Cadet First Lieutenant
H. Reintjes, Platoon Commanders
—Cadet First Lieutenant J. F. Hall
and Cadet First Lieutenant A. L.
James.
Company B
Company Commander—Cadet Captain F. H. Richardson, Second in
Command—Cadet First Lieutenant
W. S. Pratt, Platoon Commanders

—Cadet First Lieutenant J. J.
Hager and Cadet First Lieutenant
N. B. Trusler.
Company C
Company Commander—Cadet Captain A. W. Hess, Second in Command—Cadet First Lieutenant J.
H. Welsh.
On May twenty-second t h e
annual spring inspection of the
Engineer R. O. T. C. unit will be
held. This inspection is made for
the Commanding General of the
Fifth Corps Area by Lieutenant
Colonel John E. Mort, Field Artillery, Fort Hayes, Columbus, Ohio,
who is in charge of R. O. T. C. affairs in the Fifth Corps Area. In
the morning Lieutenant Colonel
Mort will meet the military
students. The tentative schedule is
as follows: sophomores at eight
o'clock, freshmen at nine o'clock,
juniors at ten o'clock, and seniors
at eleven o'clock. At this time the
inspecting officer will question the
students on the military work that
they have covered. In the afternoon review and tactical inspection
will be held. There will also be a
field exercise illustrating a battalion in the attack.
In the past a saber donated by
the Terre Haute chapter of the Reserve Officers Association has
been awarded to the outstanding
officer at the spring inspection.
This year medals are to be given
to the most soldierly sophomore
and the most soldierly freshman.
The awarding of the sophomore
and freshman medals will be based
upon drill and tactical exercises,
military appearance, observance of
military courtesy, and leadership.
The Rose Technic

It is expected that medals for
marksmanship will also be presented. These medals are presented by
the Fort Harrison Post of the
American Legion and by Major D.
B. Shourds of Engineer Reserves.

New Technic Staff
An announcement was made of
the members of the Technic staff
shortly after mid-terms. The new
staff for 1935-36 is composed of
the following members: General
Manager—W. S. Sentman, Editor
—C. D. Overholser, Assistant
Editors—E. A. Coons and C.
Wischmeyer, Sports Editor—K.
Buis, Campus Editor—N. Wittenbrock, Alumni Editor—M. Scharenberg, Research and Progress—C.
MacDonald, Humor Editor — R.
Shattuck, Art Editor—J. R. Marks,
Business Manager—W. Kasameyer,
Advertising Manager—R. Averitt,
Assistant Advertising Manager—
A. Greenland, Circulation Manager
—A. Foley, Assistant Circulation
Manager—L. Giacoletto.

Faculty Member is Transferred
It has been announced by the
War Department that First Lieutenant Philip R. Garges is to leave
Rose at the end of the school year.
Lieutenant Garges will be stationed
at Fort Belvoir as a member of
the faculty of the engineering
school there. He requested this
transfer so he could be near
his mother, who has been ill since
the death of his father. Lieutenant
Garges has been well liked here,
and the students and faculty are
sorry to see him leave.

chief of the Agricultural and Industrial Division of the TVA. In
his talk he explained the work that
is being done in the Tennessee Valley by the TVA, and also commented on the economic condition of
the country. In speaking about
economic conditions he gave some
of the reasons for our present depression, and indicated some of the
steps that should be taken to
remedy the situation. This address
was well received by the students.
On April 27 an assembly was
called for the showing of several
reels of films which were presented
to the student body through the
courtesy of the Boeing School of
Aeronautics. The films showed the
history and the development of the
modern airplane. The films also
showed scenes about the school and
some of the accomplishments of
the students there.
On April 30 Dean Potter from
Purdue University talked before
the Rose Student body. Dean Potter
has served as a dean at Purdue
University for fifteen years and the
advice which he can offer the engineering student is especially sound
and practical. His talk was instructive in the problem which each
graduate engineer is apt to meet—
the problem of getting a job. He
cited fields in which there is certain to be openings soon. He also

pointed out that the engineer's
place in society is not merely to
obtain a good position for himself,
but to make jobs for others.

Civils Go on Inspection Trip
T h e class i n "Theory o f
Structures" made a trip to Vincennes on April twenty-fourth. Five
seniors accompanied the class on
this trip. At Vincennes they inspected the plant of the Vincennes
Bridge Company. The management of the company had made
arrangements so that e ver y
machine was in operation. The
tour, whose purpose was to illustrate the operations involved in
the fabrication of steel, took them
through the circuit of operations
from the designing of a project to
the final inspection. The officials
were very hospitable and after the
inspection of the plant showed the
boys the sights of the town.

Faculty Members Give Talks
At the annual convention of the
Indiana Industrial Education Association Professor Knipmeyer
gave a talk on the subject "The
teaching of electricity to high
school students." The convention
was held at the Indiana State
Teachers College on March
thirtieth.
On April twenty-sixth Mr. T. A.

The vacancy will be filled by
First Lieutenant D. C. Hawkins,
Eleventh Engineers, who is now
stationed in the Canal Zone. He
will arrive on June 1 to assume his
duties. Lieutenant Hawkins was
graduated from West Point with
the class of 1927, and also holds a
degree from Cornell.

General Assembly

,
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On April twenty-third W. R. Front Row, reading left to right: Mr. White, Chief Engineer Johnson, Shop Foreman
Woolrich addressed the student Second Row: Hess, Burt, Melton, Shaw and Tait.
Third Row: Bennett, Lindeman, Merriman, and Pearson.
body of Rose. Mr. Woolrich is
Uland, Production Engineer Day, Newton, and Danner.
M a y,
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Hunter of the Physics Department
was on the program of the Indianapolis Radio Club meeting at Indianapolis. Mr. Hunter talked
about "The measurement of percentage modulation" and "Dressing up the transmitting equipment
by means of a crackle finish paint."

Radio Club
The Rose Radio Club has received its new all-wave receiver.
This receiver is of the communications type with a range of from
five hundred to twenty-two thousand kilocycles. One of its outstanding features is the quartz crystal
filter circuit. The club members
have been getting very good reception with the new receiver. This
new equipment coupled with the
club's new transmitter should
enable members of the club who
hold Federal Communications Commission licenses to contact many
distant amateurs.

don L. Burt, president, and Warren
S. Sentman, secretary-treasurer.
The newly elected officers are
Warren S. Sentman, president, and
Ed A. Coons, secretary-treasurer.
The debate team was made up of
the following men: Affirmative—
Gordon L. Burt, Edd A. Coons,
Conrad J. Clausen, and Daniel
Overholser. Negative—Louis Duenweg, Ezekiel A. Hamilton, Warren
S. Sentman, and Robert Shattuck.
Keys will be awarded to Robert
Shattuck and Ed A. Coons for
their two years of participation on
the varsity debate team.

Improvements

There have been several improvements made on the building
during the past year. A new office
has been built for Dr. Howlett and
Mr. Hunter. This office is next to
the office of the Electrical Department, the old Physics Department
office now being used as a laboratory for the study of light. A hall
On Friday evening, May third,
has been built through the drawthe Wabash Valley Radio Club held
room. Walls have been erected
ing
a meeting at Rose. The program
side of this hall closing off
each
on
included an interesting talk on
rooms. All of the steel
drawing
the
"The measurement of radio rebuilding is being
main
the
work in
ceiver characteristics" by Albert
painted with aluminum paint.
Mewhinney, a junior at Rose, and
A recreation room is being outa very good discussion of antennae
systems by John Straw, a senior. fitted. At this time two ping-pong
All amateurs and others interest- tables have been placed in the room.
ed in radio were invited to attend The Blue Key Fraternity is planthis meeting.
ning to lay a new floor and finish
the walls in this room. They also
Debate Club
plan to furnish the room.
comThe Rose Debate Club has
The large lake is being treated
pleted its schedule of debates for with copper sulphate so that the
this year. This year's season was water will be suitable for swima fairly successful one, in that the ming purposes.
team won about half of the debates
The Hulman property across the
in which it participated.
road from the campus is being imTwo tournaments were on the proved. A diving platform has been
schedule this year ; one was held erected in the large artificial lake,
at DePauw, and the other was held and the gates in the dam have been
at Manchester College. The team closed so that the lake will fill up.
had dual debates with Oakland City This improvement on the Hulman
College, Hanover College, Indiana property will probably prove to be
State Teachers College, and Evans- worthwhile to Rose students.
ville College. Only two members
of the team will be lost by gradua- Coach Brown Honored
tion ; they are Gordon L. Burt And
Recently an Alumni Club of Phi
Ezekiel A. Hamilton. The officers
Theta Fraternity has been
Delta
Gorbeen
have
for the past year
page
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organized. Coach Phil Brown has
been elected president of this club.
The Technic Staff and the Student
Body wish to offer congratulations
to Coach Brown on his receiving
this honor.

Technic Staff Banquet
The 1934-1935 Technic Staff held
the annual staff banquet on May
6 at the Elks Club. Short talks were
given by the retiring General
Manager, John J. Hager, the retiring Editor, Arthur W. Hess, the
new General Manager, Warren S.
Sentman, and the new Editor,
Daniel Overholser. Each of the
senior members of the staff said a
few words. The seven seniors were
John J. Hager—General Manager,
Gordon L. Burt—Business Manager, Arthur W. Hess—Editor, Jay
F. Hall—Alumni Editor, Harry
Richardson—Sports Editor, Albert
V. McEowen—Research and Progress, and Earle B. Butler—Advertising Manager. Other members of
the staff were Warren S. Sentman
—Assistant Editor, Daniel Overholser—Assistant Editor, William
Kasameyer—Circulation Manager,
Edd A. Coons—Humor Editor, Carl
Wischmeyer—Campus Editor, Robert A. Averitt—Assistant Advertising Manager, J. Robert Marks
—Art Editor, and Alden B. Foley
—Assistant Circulation Manager.

New Arrivals
It was only a few weeks ago
when this blessed event took place.
At that time Tabby, the school cat,
gave birth to four kittens. One of
the members of this little family
died, but the other three kittens
have thrived. Anyone who desires
to see this new family may do so
by going to the north end of the
building and looking into the balance room, which is their home at
the present time.
Tabby has admirably filled the
vacancy left by our beloved pet of
last year, "Lady Esther." However,
we did not expect her reign to be
so prosperous.
The
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WILL YOU BE READY ?
Industry is awakening. Already it is demanding
technically trained men, men with engineering educations. Will you be called? Will you be ready?
Since 1874 Rose Polytechnic Institute has trained men For Industrial leadership. Well planned
courses in Civil, Chemical, Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering are offered. For complete
information, write to the registrar.
ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Terre Haute, Indiana
6.-M a y,
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ALUMNI
Here and There With the
Grads
Max B. Fitch died in
Los Angeles, California.
His death was reported
in the Terre Haute Star of April
22, but no date was given.

'90

Albert L. Pfau Jr., of
St. Petersburg, Florida,
has been honored by his
appointment to the office of vicepresident of the Florida Engineers
Association at a recent meeting
held in Miami. Mr. Pfau is also a
member of the Florida state board
of engineers.

'14

Robert J. Templeton has been
transferred to the State Highway
Department at Sheridan, Wyoming.
Chauncey S. McKee, who
is with the Highway
Commission, is now stationed at Vincennes.

'18

By
Merton Scharenberg, m., '38
at Baltimore and is now in Shelbyville, Ind.

TVA at Chattanooga, Tenn.
Charles F. Loweth, upon whom
Carl E. Ehrenhardt has been Rose bestowed the honorary degree
transferred to the Cleveland branch of Doctor of Engineering, has, at
his own request, been relieved of
of G.E.
the responsibilities of his present
Robert Finfrock is work- position as chief engineer of the
ing at aerial mapping Milwaukee Road. He will hereafter
for TVA at Chattanooga, act as consulting engineer, with
Tenn.
duties as assigned.
John Howard has established himself in busiLouisville Tech Club Holds
ness in Spencer, Ind.
R. V. Smith has returned to Meeting
Weirton, W. Va.
At a recent meeting of the
J. Dunlap McNair has Louisville Rose Tech Club, the folsecured. a position with lowing alumni members were electthe Central Illinois Pub- ed to offices: W. Roscoe McIntosh,
lic Service Company. His head- '25, president; Floyd S. Carpenter,
quarters will probably be in Olney, '17, vice-president; and Lee Pickel,
'26, secretary-treasurer.

'32

Ex

'33

Daniel Ringo has accepted a
position with the State Highway
Commission.

Logan A. Gillette is connected
Gordon K. Woodling, with TVA in Chattanooga, Tenn.
who has been affiliated
Charles F. Schilling recently
with the Prest-O-Lite
Company of Indianapolis, is now left for Chattanooga where he will
be employed by the TVA.
located in Milwaukee.

'20

Richard W. Hager, formerly with the International General Electric
Company of New York, returned
to that company May 1.

,23

Edison G. White recently
accepted a position with
the General Electric Co.
Mich.
Creek,
of Battle

'26

Joseph H. Utt is connected with
TVA in Chattanooga, Tenn.
John C. Cooley is special
representative of the
Aluminum Powder division of the Reynolds Metals Company in Chicago.
John W. Trueb Jr. has
finished his work with
the Pennsylvania R. R.

'29
'30
p

a

e
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Nobel C. Blair is working. with one of the Kentucky relief organizations at Columbia, Ky.

'34

Engagements
Announcement has been made of
the engagement and approaching
marriage of Miss Mary E. Francis,
daughter of the Rev. George E.
Francis of Centenary Methodist
Church, to Harman B. Woerner,
'31.

Marriages

James I. Mason of Niagara Falls,
N. Y., married Miss Mary E.
Elvin Everett is an apprenticed Turner of Terre Haute on April
draftsman with TVA at Knoxville, 13. Mr. Mason graduated from
Tenn. His work consists of com- Rose in 1934, and is now employed
piling aerial photographs.
by the Union Carbide and Carbon
Robert Motz is affiliated with Corporation. The couple will reside
at 174 56th Place, Niagara Falls,
TVA at Knoxville, Tenn.
N. Y.
Richard Toner, graduate assistalit in Chemistry at Purdue UniA unique feature of this year's
versity, did some broadcasting commencement
exercises will be
over WBAA's educational program the presence of all
the members of
on Wednesdays during the month th first graduating
class from Rose.
of April. His subject was "The Every member of
this class, three
Story of Rubber."
in number, will return to Terre
Ward W. Engle and John R. Haute to attend the graduation,
Mattingly are now employed by the and also to celebrate the fiftieth
The
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anniversary of their graduation.
The fact that there will be a 100
per cent attendance at the reunion
is probably unparalleled in academic history.
Members of the 1885 graduating
class are: Samuel S. Early, retired
Secretary, Assistant to the President, and Purchasing Agent of the
Ames Shovel and Tool Co.; Ozni
P. Hood, Chief Mechanical Engineer, U. S. Bureau of Mines; and
Benjamin McKeen, retired VicePresi ent of the Pennsylvania R.R.
n contrast to the graduating
class of 50 years ago, the 1935
graduating class will probably consist of 53 students. At 10:00 a.m.
on June 1, the principal commencement address will be given by a
prominent mechanical engineer,
Ralph E. Flanders.
Mr. Flanders is an interesting
and forceful speaker as well as an
important figure in industrial
affairs. He is president of the
Jones and Lamson Machine Co. of
Springfield, Vermont, and also has
the distinction of being president
of the American Society of Me-

HEINL'S
We can take good care of all
your flower needs.
FRED G. HEINL
129 So. 7th St.

STUDEBAKER

chanical Engineers.
Final plans for the issuance of
honorary and advanced degrees
have not yet been made.

For Meats and Groceries
Go To
9

Bresett s Grocery
1112 Wabash Avenue

It is hoped that many of the
alumni will again return to Rose
to attend the commencement exercises. As has been the custom
for the last few years, the graduating class of five years ago is
scheduled to have its reunion at
Rose this June.

Patronize

CARL WOLF
Terre Haute's Largest and
Best Clothing Store

DRINK

IN BOTTLES

631 WABASH AVE.

Rose

All Matters Relating to

Polytechnic

Patents and

Students

Trademarks

Who Like to Save Money
Always Buy Their Shirts,
Neckties Underwear and Other
Furnishings in Our
MEN'S SHOP!

1st Floor — West Entrance

HOOD and HAHN
ARTHUR M. HOOD, Rose '93

Miracle Ride
SHANKS MOTOR CO.

Columbian
Laundry Company
"The
Soft Water
Laundry))
1112 Wabash

Ni a y,
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H. B.

HOOD, Rose '24

The Root
Store
1001 Hume-Mansur Building
WI DO OW MI

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

MOTHER EATON'S DINING ROOM
HOME COOKING

Regular Dinners 35c — Sunday Dinners 50c
C-1301

Phone Crawford 3409

TERRE HAUTE

1312 Wabash Avenue
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SPORTS
Edited by
By
Kenneth Buis, m., '38
During the past year there has
been activity in one sport or another almost constantly. A majority of the students have participated in at least one of the different
sports offered. Those not caring to
engage in a major sport, such as
football, have had opportunites to
participate in intramural activities and independent games. There
has been a wide range of activities
to choose from among which are to
be found football, basketball, tennis, baseball, handball, and pingpong. It is with the idea that all
students should take part in at
least one sport that several different activities have been made
available.
The football squad this year was
not as successful as could be wished for, but nevertheless we have
to give it credit for upholding the
name of "Fighting Engineers."
The schedule this year was made
up of eight games. The results of
the games were as follows:
Rose 6
Rose 14
Rose 0
Rose 0
Rose 7
Rose 0
Rose 15
Rose 6

Franklin 19
St. Joseph 7
Normal 31
Wabash 25
Evansville 25
Earlham 6
Oakland City 13
Milikin 62

The game between Rose and
Oakland City was our Homecoming game. True to tradition the
football squad contined to lengthen
its string of consecutive Homecoming victories. As a matter of fact
it was stated before the game that
this year's team would not spoil
Page
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this record, and this prediction
certainly came true. In my estimation this game was very exciting
to watch because it brought out so
many of the interesting features of
modern football.
At the close of the football season fifteen men were awarded
letters in football. They are:
Seniors—H. H. Richardson, L.
Lyon, D. Colburn, N. Tucker, A.
Bard, W. Eyke, and P. Presnell ;
Juniors—J. Campbell, J. Hufford,
S. Tait, and R. Laughlin ; Sophomores—J. Fox, and E. Wodicka ;
Freshmen—H. Vondersaar, and C.
Fuller.
Rose started its annual spring
football practice on Tuesday, March
5. Twenty-eight uniforms were
issued and the pigskins were soon
flying through the air with the
greatest of ease. This spring
practice session lasted about two
and one-half weeks. The work this
spring was of a more serious and
fundamental nature than it had
been in the past. Nine lettermen
answered the call, and the way
things look, there is going to be a
battle for berths on the squad
next fall. Spring football would
have lasted longer, but there were
many candidates who had late
classes, and that made it difficult
to get much work done before dark.
James Hufford was elected captain of the 1935 football team.
Jim played quarterback this year
and has been a letterman for the

past three years, so he is well
qualified for his new job.
After the -football season, intramural basketball made its appearance. The Mechanical and
Electrical departments each had
two teams, but toward the end of
the season the Electricals combined. The other departments each
had one team. A peculiar feature
of the tournament was that the
Electricals did not win a game during the league schedule out of
eleven played, yet they won the
tournament and earned the right
to play the Military team for the
league title and the school championship. But the Militarists, who
won the league schedule, were not
to be defeated and trimmed the
Electricals to annex the title.
Another feature in the Rose
basketball season was the team
known as the Rose All-Stars. They
had a very successful season. The
team was composed of men from
all departments of the school, and
represented a squad which would
have been the varsity had there
been intercollegiate basketball at
Rose thii season. They played
quite a number of games with independent teams in the Wabash
Valley, playing only one team
twice, that team being the team
which defeated them in their first
contest. The All-Stars played a
total of sixteen games during the
season, winning fifteen and losing
The
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one. They scored a total of 537
points for an average of 35.7 points
per game, while their opponents
scored a total of 241 points for an
average of 16.2 points per game.
This is a fine record for any team,
and it is hoped that Rose will have
a regular varsity squad next year.
Ping-pong, handball, and volley
ball have been going on throughout the year. Handball was first
introduced to Rose this year. A
court was made in the east end of
the gym, and since then it has
been occupied incessantly—except
when Dr. White is holding class.
Both singles and doubles were played on this court. A handball
tournament was held and prizes
were given to the winners.
Two new ping-pong tables were
set up in the smoking room, and
now it is the scene of many a bitter battle. Several students find
this game more exciting than their
1 a b experiments. A ping-pong
tournament was also held, and
prizes were given to the winners of
both the singles and doubles. Since
the crowning of the singles champ,
he has been dethroned several
times, but further comment might
be disastrous so I'll end the story
here.
About this time of the year baseball makes its appearance, and this

year is no exception. Before the
baseball season started there was
some controversy as to what type
of ball should be played since someone suggested that sofeball should
be the game. Incidentally, this
game is known as pantywaist ball
to Coach Brown. Very much argument was required before regular
baseball was decided upon. Each
department has one team, except
the Mechanicals and the Electricals. The Mechanicals are divided
into two teams, and since the
Electricals have only four players,
they are divided among the other
teams.
Baseball started with a practice
session on Tuesday, April 23. The
first game was played on Thursday, April 25. No scores were
available at this writing, but the
season's schedule is as follows:
Thurs., April 25 — Chem. vs.
Civils.
Wed., May 1—Mech. A vs. Mech.
B.
Fri., May 3—Chem. vs. Mech. A.

1

Rose will have a tennis team this
year, but at this time the personnel
of the team is not known for certain. A complete schedule has not
been made out, but definite
matches have been made with
Normal a n d DePauw. More
matches are to be secured if possible. Rose has a match with Normal, May 14, and a return match
with them on May 20. Matches
with DePauw are on April 29 and
May 27.
It is hoped that there will be an
intramural track program but
nothing definite has been planned
for this sport.
JUST CALL C-4381
Now is the Time to Send 171
Your Spring Suits

Ermisch, My Cleaner
C-4381

206 N. 3rd

FOULKES BROS.
11 North 6th St.
MEN'S WEAR
LEATHER NOVELTIES,
NECKWEAR, GLOVES, HOSIERY

BOWLES & STAFFORD
SHOES"
Free Delivery to Dormitory
108 North Seventh St.
Call C-1654
"REBUILDERS OF

Archer & Evinger

Tues., May 7—Civils vs. Mech. B.
Wed., May 8--Chem. vs. Mech. B.
Thurs., May 9—Civils vs. Mech.
A.

HANOVER SHOES
New Spring
Styles

$3.50
683 WABASH AVE.

Radio and Electric Service
Phone B-7757

1348 Wab. Ave.

ENGINEERS
We reproduce tracings, plans,
blue prints, drawings, sketches
— in fact anything drawn,
typed or printed.

Schwerdt and Kipple
BAKERY

PH OTOST ATS

Phone C-1052
1363 Wabash Ave.

Are economical faithful reproductions of your originals.
Write for prices.
Service by Mail

FISCHER'S

Terre Haute Engraving Co.

Auto Supply Stores
329 Ohio St. - 901-3 Wabash Ave.
in Terre Haute
14 West National - Brazil

M a y,
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Terre Haute, Ind.
Our Copying
Equipment

Engravings for all
Printing Purposes
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Alpha Chi Sigma

FRATERNITIES
Sigma Nu
Beta Upsilon of
Sigma Nu takes
pleasure i n announcing the initiation, on April
21, of John H.
Heltsley, of Vermillion, Illinois, and J. Page Wheeler, of Sioux City, Iowa.
Arthur F. Wood, of Indianapolis,
was elected Commander of the
Chapter for the coming year at a
meeting held on April 23. Other
newly elected officers are: Dick
Spain, Lieutenant Commander;
J. Page Wheeler, Recorder ; Reporter, and Alumni Contact Officer ; Stanley Cox, Chaplain ; John
W. Fox, Treasurer ; Rhiman A.
Rotz, Marshall and House President; John H. Heltsley, Sentinel
and Assistant Treasurer. The new
offciers were installed at the meeting on April 30. The retiring Commander is Jay F. Hall.
A party of more than 25 actives,
pledges, and alumni journeyed to
Indianapolis on May 4 to attend
the Sigma Nu State dance. It was
held at the Columbia Club and was
a grand success. An excellent time
was had by all.

Alpha Tau Omega
Open house was
held on April 6.
Lieutenant a n d
Mrs. Garges, and
.f Professor and Mrs.
P.'
Bloxsome were the
4
chaperones.
On April 9, the election and installation of new officers for the
coming year were held. Fred Wiles,
who has been worthy Master for
the past year, was succeeded by
Warren S. Sentman. The other new
officers are: William Kasameyer,
Neil A. Salisbury, William R. Creal,
Paul McKee, Carl Wischmeyer,
Robert Averitt, John B. Stineman,
je
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and Paul E. Giffel.
On Sunday, April 14, a formal
initiation was held for five members of the spring pledge class.
Russell Kerr of Indianapolis, John
Hunter, Allen Greenland and Merton Scharenberg of Terre Haute,
and Adam Romeiser of Chicago
were initiated into the active
chapter. The initiation was conducted by the retired officers.
On the night of April 20, Gamma Gamma chapter held its spring
formal dance in the ball room of
the Hotel Deming. The music was
furnished by Lowell Tennis and his
orchestra.
A formal pledging ceremony was
held on April 23, for Robert Shattuck of Clinton, Indiana, Ch. '36.
On Sunday, April 28, several of
the newly elected officers attended
the province conclave at Greencastle, Indiana.

Theta Xi
Saturday,
0n
April 27, Kappa
Chapter journeyed
to Indianapolis to
join with the Indianapolis Alumni
Club and Theta
Chapter from Purdue for the annual celebration of
Founder's Day. This year the
banquet was held at the Columbia
Club, and an excellent dinner was
served. After a round of speeches
by the more prominent alumni of
these chapters, some very suitable
entertainment was presented.
Kappa chapter wishes to congratulate Brother Woerner on his
coming marriage to Miss Mary
Francis. We also wish to congratulate Brother Matson on his being
promoted to chief engineer of the
Dresser Power Plant and also to
congratulate Brother Bard who
has recently been elected to Blue
Key National Honor Fraternity.

Iota chapter of
Alpha Chi Sigma
is pleased to announce the initiation of Neil A.
Salisbury and
Hubert Lyon to be
held on May 20.
Both men are members of the class
of '36.
Plans are in progress for the
Founder's Day Banquet. It is
hoped that Iota can have a dinnerdance in conjunction with the Terre
Haute Professional chapter.
Iota has had three of its men on
the sick list during the past month.
Pledge Hubert Lyon has been ill
at his home in Brazil ; Pledge
Robert Hopewell and Brother M.
A. Lyons have undergone major
operations at the Union Hospital
in Terre Haute. We are glad to see
these men back in school.
The Iota Rose has been delayed
in its publication this year, but it
is now ready for the mail.
The chapter congratulates
Brothers Overholser and Shattuck
for their recent initiation into Blue
Key National Honorary Fraternity.

Tau Beta Pi
The first of the
spring dances of the
year was sponsored
by Tau Beta Pi and
held in the Gym on
April 12th. Gene
Kellams and his orchestra furnished excellent music for an
evening of dancing. The dance
was given to satisfy need for an
all-school dance between St. Pat's
Day and the Junior Prom and to
encourage reasonably priced school
dances. By popular expression the
dance was proclaimed a success
and it is hoped that it will become
traditional.
An alumnus, Mr. Robert Lee
Henderson, who now is employed
in Arizona, was elected into Tau
Beta Pi recently. At the spring initiation the following men were
initiated: William S. Pratt, '35,
The
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Harold Reintjes, '35, Virgil E. outlined ten reasons why this deShaw '35, Louis Duenweg '36, and pression has been so extensively
Charles MacDonald '36. We wish penetrating.
to congratulate all these men on
Theta Kappa N u
their membership.
Indiana Gamma
Louis Duenweg has been elected
chapter
of Theta
president for the coming year.
held an
Nu
Kappa
The other officers are: Warren
Open House FriSentman, vice-president; Martin
day, May 3, which
Long, recording secretary ; Charles
was well attended
secreMacDonald, corresponding
and an unpledges
and
actives
by
tary ; Mr. Chinn, treasurer ; Mr.
alumni.
of
group
large
usually
Gray, cataloguer. Professor WischSeveral alumni have visited the
meyer was reelected to the adin the last few weeks, most
chapter
visory board. Warren Sentman was
reporting better business
them
of
also elected as delegate from the
and more jobs for enconditions
chapter, to the annual convention
gineers.
to be held October 10, 11, and 12,
The meeting of the Grand Chapat E. Lansing, Michigan.
ter will be held next August in
Indiana Beta is pleased to an- New York City. Ind!ana Gamma
nounce the election to Tau Beta Pi will send a delegate to this meetof Mr. J. C. C. Holding, '94 and ing.
Mr. W. W. Reddie, '12.

Blue Key

To the

Men of Rose
May we call
attention to our

Complete
Printing Service

VIQUESNEY'S
"The Fountain Pen Store"

The Rose chapter of
the Blue Key National
Honor fraternity announces the initiation
of the following men:
Albert Bard and Virgil
Shaw, both senior civil
engineers; and Daniel
Overholser and Robert
Shattuck, both junior
chemical engineers. The initiation
was held in conjunction with a banquet held at the Elk's Club on Friday night, May 6. After the ceremony Dr. Prentice spoke to the
group. He presented a graph which
showed the magnanimity of this
depression in comparison with each
of the preceding ones. He then

815 Ohio St.

C-1344

\VALK
" OVER
Men

Best

There

in

at reasonable prices
the

Represent
is

execution of your
printing requirements

SHOES
For

Rapid accurate

Shoe

Making and the Price is
Right in Every Instance.
Men's Shoe Prices

Everlithing for Every
Business
Includ ing Remington
Portable Typewriters
Ideal Gifts for the
Engineering Student

REMINGTON RAND,
INC.
208 N. ith St.
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Terre Hautc

$4.00 to $10.00

CHENEY'S

Walk Over
Boot Shop

Moore-Langen
Ptg. & Pub. Co.
140 North 6th St.
TERRE HAUTE, IND.

659 Wabash Avenue
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Edited by

Shattuck
Ch., '36

Bob

HARMONIC MOTIONS
McKee: Why didn't you pull it
Hint—In order to pass E.E.E.
successfully, all junior non-elec- down?
Walker: I couldn't reach across
tricals are advised to take an apple
street.
the
to moench on the final examination.
The most popular saying among
the nudists is: "You shed it."

Teacher: If I were to tell you
that in the course of seven years
the Wabash River would dry up,
True Story
what would you say?
Tactful Student: Go thou and do
A story that has been withheld
likewise.
from printed pages, will now be
brought to light.

It is said on reliable authority
She was a painter's daughter
but there wasn't a thing she lacked. that Harry Richardson, captain of
—The Log.
the Fighting Engineers gridiron
squad, is want to carry on converhimself and others durProf'. Wischmeyer: Mr. New- sation with
Some of his fraternity
sleep.
his
ing
man, will you please close the
declare that they are disbrothers
window ?
almost nightly by "Bull's"
Newman: But, sir, I am a senior. turbed
interviews.
Prof. Wischmeyer: Will you
Newplease close the window, Mr.
On one particular occasion last
man ?
fall during one of these seances,
Newman: Yes sir.
"Bull" is supposed to have carried
on the following conversation:
Electrical's Philosophy
"Coach Brown, whom do you
Hear it with radio, see it with consider the outstanding halfback
television, shock it with voltage, in the middle west?"
and SAY IT WITH FLOWERS.
There was a long period of silence and then this very grateful
McKee: You seem to be rather reply:
drowsy this morning.
"Thank you, Coach Brown!
Walker: I didn't sleep well last
you!"
Thank
up.
was
night. The window shade
I'a g e
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Mother Nature
Audrey: "Is it my head on your
chest that thrills you so?"
Horace: "No, I'm sitting on an
ant hill."
Wife: "Dear, I've set my heart
on a Rolls Royce."
Hubby: "Yes, and that's the
only part of you that will ever be
set on one."
A pinch of salt is greatly improved by dropping it into a stein
of beer.
—Arkansas Engineer.
Pappa Dionne (looking at quintuplets that Dr. Dafoe had just
delivered): "Hmmmm! Well, we'll
take the two on the right."
People who live in glass houses
shouldn't.
—Kansas Engineer.
Before the advent of Mae West,
gold-diggers used to say that
prosperity was just around the
corner. Now they say it's just
around the curve.
—Quadrangle.
Hotel Guest: "Set the alarm for
two please."
Porter:"You and who else, sir?"
The
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GE-E Campus News

SYNTHETIC SUNLIGHT
rrHE people whose apartments faced the lower
levels of the ventilating shafts in a 14-story New
York apartment house had long ago given up the
hope that direct sunlight would enter their windows.
Imagine their astonishment one morning not long
ago to find light—lots of it—streaming in. When
they looked, they found not the sun, but 18 of the
sun's able little imitators—General Electric floodlights. They had been mounted on the nin th-floor
level.
Theengineers were thoughtful of the tenants'feelings.
For when the switch is thrown no sudden glare of
light paralyzes unaccustomed householders in the
act of brushing their teeth or doing setting up exercises, pastimes which were formerly cloaked in intimate gloom. A fully automatic synchronous-motor
time switch actuates a dimmer, and the floodlights
do not attain full brilliancy for 15 minutes.

.1111.11 Egli
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GROANING RAILS
ago, the rails between Schenectady
weeks
A FEW
D. C., groaned under what is
Benning,
IA. and
load ever transported on
heaviest
believed to be the
consisted
of the generator
a single car. The load
shaft, rotor, and poles for a General Electric frequency-converter set being installed at the plant of the

GENERAL

Potomac Electric Light and Power Company to
deliver 25-cycle, single-phase power to the Pennsylvania Railroad.
Because of weight and clearance requirements,
however,the route of the shipment was round about.
A check of practically every foot of the way was made
to determine if temporary obstructions could be removed to allow the load to pass. From Schenectady
to Wilkes-Barre, Pa., the car traveled on the Delaware & Hudson. From Wilkes-Barre, the car was
sent to Hagerstown, Md.,on the Pennsylvania Railroad, where it was turned over to the Western
Maryland Railroad. After an extensive detour, it
was delivered back to the Pennsylvania on its main
line just south of the Baltimore tunnels, which were
the principal reasons for the complicated routing.
From there it was carried directly to the power company's siding in the District of Columbia.
The equipment weighed 367,000 pounds. The special
car added another 104,300 pounds, making the total
weight on the rails 471,300 pounds.

FISH LIFE SAVER
HE people in the New York Aquarium were
very unhappy. Many of their rare fish were dying of a mysterious malady. An investigation
showed that the water pumped into the tanks contained contaminating metal salts, and that these
salts came from the metal pumps in the system.
They appealed to the H. A. Smith Pump & Motor
Company for help. Mr. Smith began testing all the
nonmetallic substances available for making pumps.
He tried 14 materials and found that General Electric Textolite was the only one that would prevent
this pollution of the water and at the same time make
a satisfactory pump.
Engineers of the General Electric Plastics Department were called in, and a new pump was designed,
using five different grades of Textolite. The pump
was so constructed that no water can come into contact with metal.
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